
The GLA



As much on the go as you. The new GLA is  
the ultimate companion for a versatile life.

City. Cross - City.



The new GLA is equipped with everything that makes your drive even more pleasant. 
The interior combines a sense of space, sportiness and materials at the highest  
level. As a result, the new compact SUV is more functional than ever before and 
always adapts to your needs.

Turns every zone into  
a comfort zone.



The progressive design gives the compact SUV dynamism and elegance, 
further boosted by the emphasis on surfaces.

Sporty from every perspective.



You can talk to MBUX any time: the multimedia system  
from Mercedes-Benz is innovative, intuitive and intelligent.  
And connects you with your digital world.

Nice to meet you.



and the new GLA will support you in every situation. From the safety assistance to  
the operating system, which gets to know you better each time you interact with it.  
It adapts to your lifestyle and equally to the terrain in which you drive. Arrange a  
test drive now and get to know the new Mercedes-Benz GLA personally.

Just climb aboard,



Ambient lighting.

Ease of operation. 360° camera. 

Showcase the interior according to your personal preferences or  
current mood. The 64 colours of the ambient lighting create fascinating 
colour schemes, for example in the illuminated air vents, doors or  
the dashboard.

Revolutionary voice control, cutting-edge operating convenience and  
a new level of personalisation make the new GLA state of the art. 
Operating a car has never felt so natural.

Park with an easy mind. The 360° camera supports you in looking for 
a parking space, as well as when entering and leaving a parking space 
and manoeuvring. The all-round view includes a virtual bird's-eye view 
that is particularly impressive.

Widescreen Cockpit.
Keeping an eye on everything. The Widescreen Cockpit in the new GLA 
applies sharp definition to present information in a pleasantly clear 
manner. For simple and swift navigation through your car’s menus.



50.8 cm (20-inch) AMG light-alloy wheels.
Perfect visibility for you: the adaptive MULTIBEAM LED headlamps with individually 
controllable LEDs react to the traffic situation. Partial main beam masks out other road 
users without dazzling them. And the cornering light and active light functions illuminate 
the field of vision optimally so that you can detect hazards sooner.

Life needs space. The new GLA is well thought-out in every detail and offers  
even more functionality for any occasion.

MULTIBEAM LED.Generous space concept. Fore-/aft-adjustable second seat row.
Self-assured. On and off the road. On 50.8 cm (20-inch) AMG light-alloy wheels,  
the new GLA is equally at home in the mountains or in the city.

Grows with your needs. The fore-/aft-adjustable second seat row.



The Progressive design and equipment line substantially enhances your car. Added value you can see and feel. Enjoy high-quality technology and experience the unique, 
expressive SUV lifestyle. In addition, the line opens up further attractive combinations both inside and out – for example with the Leather package and Night package.

The Progressive design and equipment line.
The AMG Line reinforces your vehicle’s attractive sporty appearance both on the exterior and in the interior. The AMG bodystyling with AMG rear apron in a diffuser look and  
the diamond radiator grille, in particular, are exclusive features. The sports seats impress with optimal seating comfort behind the sports steering wheel finished in fine nappa 
leather and featuring a flattened bottom section. 

The AMG Line.



Just drive as you want to. At the press of a button, DYNAMIC SELECT offers different drive programmes with setting options  
for the engine, transmission, chassis and steering, for instance. In “Sport” mode, the vehicle is more dynamic and in the  
basic “Comfort” mode its set-up is very balanced. “ECO”, on the other hand, places the emphasis on maximum efficiency  
and saves fuel and money.

DYNAMIC SELECT.
Using the touchpad, you can operate the display of the infotainment system as you would a smartphone. Shift or enlarge the 
content quite simply with single gestures. The touchpad recognises your handwriting should you wish to enter addresses or 
phone numbers.

Touchpad.



Mercedes-AMG GLA 35  
and 45 S. 
Every Mercedes-AMG is a masterpiece in its own right, with an unmistakable character. What unites 
our performance vehicles and sports cars is their irrepressible sporting spirit. Their passion for top 
performance. It is generated at the point where engineering skill meets a very special attitude: 
the spirit of AMG. We believe that you have to keep on challenging limits in order to achieve 
new goals. We accept nothing as a given. Because limits are imposed by people, and it’s 
also people who can overcome them. It’s this attitude that enables us to achieve 
outstanding performance for the race track – and for the road.

Welcome to the world of AMG.

www.mercedes-amg.com



Technical data.

1  Figures for rated output in accordance with Regulation (EC) No. 715/2007 in the currently applicable version. 2 Available temporarily. 3 Electronically governed. 4 The figures shown were calculated according to the prescribed 
measuring method. They constitute the “NEDC CO2 figures” pursuant to Article 2 No. 1 of Implementing Regulation (EU) 2017/1153. Fuel consumption figures have been calculated on this basis. More information about the official 
fuel consumption and the official specific CO2 emissions of new passenger cars is available in the publication entitled “Leitfaden über den Kraftstoffverbrauch, die CO2-Emissionen and den Stromverbrauch neuer Personenkraftwagen” 
[“Guidelines concerning the fuel consumption, CO2 emissions and power consumption of new passenger cars”], available free of charge at all retailers and from Deutsche Automobil Treuhand GmbH at www.dat.de. The figures are 
not based on an individual vehicle and do not constitute part of the product offer; they are provided solely for purposes of comparison between different vehicle models. The figures vary according to the selected optional features. 

5  Information only valid within the European Union. Details may vary from country to country. 6 Determined on the basis of the measured CO2 emissions, taking into account the mass of the vehicle. Valid for Germany only.

The best for the engine:
Mercedes-Benz genuine engine oils.

Petrol engines

Mercedes-Benz AMG GLA 200 Mercedes-AMG GLA 35 4MATIC Mercedes-Benz AMG GLA 45 S 4MATIC+

Displacement(cc) 1,332 1,991 1,991

Rated output (kw [hp] at rpm) 120 (163) at 5,500 225 (306) at 6,100 310 (421) at 6,750

Acceleration from 0 to 100km/h (s) 8.7 5.2 4.3

Top speed (km/h) 210 250 250

Fuel consumption 

Combined (KM/L) 18.4 14.6 12.2

Dimensions.

All figures in millimetres. The illustrated dimensions are mean values. They are valid for vehicles in basic specification and in unladen condition.
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Please note: changes may have been made to the product since the editorial deadline (10.12.2019). The manufacturer 
reserves the right to make changes to the design, form, colour and the product specification during the delivery period, 
provided these changes, while taking into account the interests of the vendor, can be deemed reasonable with respect 
to the purchaser. Where the seller or the manufacturer uses symbols or numbers to describe an order or the subject 
of an order, no rights may be derived solely from these. The illustrations may show accessories and items of optional 

equipment which are not part of standard specification. This publication is distributed internationally. However,  
information regarding statutory regulations, legal requirements and taxation and the consequences thereof applies  
to the Federal Republic of Germany only and is correct at the time of the editorial deadline. For the definitive latest  
information, please contact your nearest authorised Mercedes-Benz AG dealer.

Mercedes-Benz AG is one of the founding partners of the worldwide Laureus Sport for Good Foundation, which 
was established in 2000. It is the Mercedes-Benz brand’s most important social initiative. Laureus Sport for 
Good supports children and young people in need through social sports projects, opening up new perspectives 
and imparting important values such as team spirit, respect and determination. “Change the Game for Kids”  
is our mission statement which we wish to share with you. In buying a Mercedes-Benz you are supporting the 
Laureus Sport for Good movement.


